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About This Game

"Don't open the doors!" is a claymation action adventure in an odd world of talking pumpkins, blue trees and stuff like that.

The city is in danger! The doors came out of nowhere. Everything near them began to talk and almost everything tried to eat
you. Solving this problem is no sweat: you only have to find the Main super door and blast it with a super megabomb. As a real
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hero, you'll have to handle it yourself. However, everything is sure to go haywire!

Game features:

An open clayworld: explore it and face different challenges;

Odd, talking characters: conversations with mushrooms, bugs, pumpkins etc. will be your common practice;

A destructible environment: with a huge hammer in hand, you'll have no chance to be bored;

Traps, secrets, bosses. There are no tedious places behind the doors;

Out of pop corn gun ammo? Search for cornfields. Looking for a healing compote? Pick some berries!

Everything is made from plasticine. Over 8000 photos and an enormous number of editing hours. The game is entirely
hand made!
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Definitly get this game during a sale. It's short (I beat it in 6 hours) but fun. I enjoy the clay textures a lot and the goofy dialogue
amuses me. You can tell a lot of work and effort was put into this game and I'm very happy with the result.. nice game :3. Not
worth the money. Neither Viking nor Metal.. Awesome but 2 short. Total bare bones here. So far it only shows potential without
showing much else. I wandered around a bit. Got eaten a few times. Felt very paranoid at every little sound, which was a good
thing.

I'll thumb it up for now based on the potential. Will update this review as the game updates.. Full of potential, worth buying
even in this state, but, of corse, isn't completed yet. Still hoping for devs to come back. A game that is exactly what it says that it
is. Pretentious Game may try to lull you into its grasp by its self-aware title, but do not be fooled, it is exactly one of those
Newgrounds games where a thing loves another thing and then it conveys itself through tedious platformer mechanics.

While a few of the puzzles are somewhat interesting, the game mechanics are rudimentary and the storytelling is outright bland,
bordering on awful. A girl square loves a boy square, one of the squares cheats on another, yet another square dies, etc. While
you can try to derive meaning from how the little poetic bits of narration correlate to the mechanics you're meant to understand
on the level, the game has very, very little to offer beyond that.

It is a very simple, uninteresting piece of work I do not recommend getting even for a fraction of the price while on sale. If
you're interested in these types of games, I'd suggest something with a more powerful narrative to it (such as dys4ia) or
something with more creative mechanics (such as problem attic - though problem attic is a very difficult game to swallow, it's
certainly more interesting than this waste of time).. Strange way to say ARPG more just action without RPG. Take a game like
crimsonland or nation red remove all of the guns and put in melee only wepons and you have this game.
Not what i was expecting when i bought it looked more like a classic point & click rpg from screen shots but it isn't and don't be
fooled by that.
Now with that said, even if it isn't what i expected it's still a decent game good enough for few hours of pass time.
Based on unity engine, but actually runs well for that. I was hitting like 550 fps in combat lol so graphicly not intensive, so
should run well on even older and low end systems.
Gameplay, it's just a survival game (waves of enemies over and over) with melee and char levels got items to buy levels to gain
thats pretty much it. Very thin and very basic game.

I give it 6\/10, its ok but nothing new we havn't seen in past 10 years. Same damn zombie waves survival game.
The industry really needs to move away from zombies, only reason the gaming market became so saturated with zombie games
is because of the walking dead tv show which is old and slowly being forgotton.
i recommend the game but only if you like a game like this......ZOMBIE SPAM meh.......
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this game is amazing it runs really well it has a very active multiplayer right now unlike empire it is a very fun game to play the
ai isnt that smart thugh but still highly reccomended. Ataturk-themed decal should be included instead of Istanbul silhouette.
Worth buying anyway.. really good an update would be good but its fine. If you read the description, you might think to
yourself, as I did: "Oh boy, this is finally the non competitive Zen building \/ management PvE mode I've been wanting since the
game was released!" Nuh-uh. This is 17 extremely fiddly puzzle-like scenarios where you have to figure out and execute each
step with exact precision or you'll fail and be forced to restart from the beginning. Playing the very first puzzle scenario (of 17) I
think I had to restart it about a dozen times before I zeroed in on a viable build order, all the while handicapped by arbitrary
scenario restrictions and a blatantly cheating AI opponent.

You're strangled by the lack of claims even more than in the basic game, to the point where you need twice as many to complete
the scenario objectives. What does that mean? It means you have to place your claims perfectly - there is no margin for error or
for adaptability - through the entire duration of the puzzle scenario in order to get the resources you need and to allow for the
inevitable demolition of existing buildings to build others to hit some of the other objectives. That likely won't be anything new
to competitive RTS min\/maxers, but is absolutely the opposite of the kind of gameplay I enjoy. Oh, did you want to build 2-3
farms and feed the colony, and secure your finances that way? Lolno, you're lucky if you have enough claims to build one, and
then you'll be short of two or three claims to build the other scenario objective buildings, not to mention water. Running out of
power? Okay, let me build a wind generator. Oops, the price of electricity crashes two minutes later and I'm left with a dud
claim I can't refund, causing a brief death spiral resulting in a scenario fail state. Restart. Fun? No.

I'm sure there are detailed blow-by-blow guides for exactly what to do and exactly where to place everything, but frankly, that
kind of gameplay disgusts me so profoundly that I'm just going to give it a pass. This game as a whole has more or less been a
total disappointment for me, and far from offering the game mode I've been waiting for since this otherwise dull and tiresome
competitive RTS was released, it's nothing but more of the same.. 10min of gameplay (i show 1 lap for each of the dlc tracks)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=01w8wpPml1M

This is a cart racing game with real f1 drivers.
Since this is linked to f1 there is no drifting so you'll need to use your breaks on turns or pump the gas also hiting the other cars
drops your speed.
You get 11+4 dlc tracks, 28 drivers in 14 cars in 1, 2, or 3,000cc.
Each car is shared by 2 drivers and each car has a different ability, stuff like better boosts, more of a item, off road, and many
more.
Items come from stares on the track and give power-ups like, speed boosts, bubbles (can be placed behind you to block or shot
forward & stops a driver), a shockwave (disrupts cars around you), a teleport (jump ahead a bit), a rocket (become a rocket and
fly forward), rain cloud (slows) balloons (if hit will cover your screen with confetti), and a pace car (slows the head cars).
Tracks have hidden paths (i think you need items to use some) and it will sometimes rain.
Cars can get a boost at the start if you hit the gas right, and again sharp turns are hard with no drifting.
Boost pads on the track charge up a battery on the back of the car before you can use it.
Taking damage or hitting a object head on will damage your car and you'll be slower and handle worse until you can drive down
a pit lane.

The game is polished, runs without errors, and can be fun though i know some complain about the turning it wasn't a deal
breaker for me also the purple car at the end has a off road ability so you won't lose as much speed when your off the track.
The character motions are campy but they also give the feeling of sportsmanship and that they don't hate each other, also the
opening race thing is skipable.

The dlc
The 4 tracks are ok, not sure they are worth $5 each and if you want to see them i have all 4 in my video.
As for the accessory packs, these change your skid marks (you wont even notice), what your tailpipe kicks out when you boost
(you'll barley notice), & your horn (you'll notice this most and i can see people liking the air horn in the party pack)
Though i didn't feel they give enough for the price (all 9 for $9).
If it was all in 1 cheaper pack maybe but how it is now, i'ed pass.. Magnificent game, highly recommend. Excellent engine and
graphics.. had a really enjoyable time playing this game! how ever i did discover a bug! warning SPOILER AHEAD! after
becoming a baby i burned myself and suddenly the camera was higher above my head, after we burned all the babies we had to
grab her body i grabbed it and brought it to the van but it wouldnt let me click the van, after spam jumping and clicking the van
it finally worked, however i had an enjoyable experience and will play again with friends!. It was Meth wasn't it.
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This game has potential. The translation is bad to the point of being hard to even make out what characters are trying to say and
euphamisms that don't quite fit ("Bust a gut" to me means to laugh so hard you get a cramp)
Its really hard to see the action icons to see what you can interact with. (I carried a lot of boxes before I saw the prompts to
leave\/talk to employer)
The battle system needs tightening. In addition to being hard to see the action menu, there was no indication of if some actions
needed recharging. It sometimes highlighted them, sometimes didn't, regardless of if I could use them or not. The character
mapping and spacial distance needs to be worked on as well. (The 'final' battle with the old man and genie: the Genie would hit
open air behind the hero when I attacked)

I forgot to mention: There was nothing in the way of settings so I couldn't adjust the screen size to fit and ended up not being
able to see enemy health bars. I could see the skull for bosses but only one or two health squares.

So unfortunately I super can't recommend this game. What I liked about it was the *sometimes neat enemy design and that it
only cost 60 cents so I don't feel ripped off.
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